Global American and Glacier Computer Join Forces
Hudson, NH – Global American, Inc. today announced its partnership with Glacier Computer,
headquartered in Milford, CT with a local facility in Amherst, NH.
Glacier, a manufacturer of rugged industrial computers, specifically fixed mount In-Vehicle PCs, will add
depth and scope to Global’s already diverse product line. With their new Kodiak product, Glacier has
developed a 5th generation VMT ready for any 24/7 mission critical, rugged forklift environment.
“The KODIAK is designed specifically for use on a forklift,” says Glacier’s Director of Engineering, Dan
Poisson. “This is a device you can use in almost any fixed or mobile mount application but the design
process began with addressing an unfulfilled need. Warehouse managers want the value of a tablet but
need a rugged, reliable, long term lift-mounted solution. KODIAK is built to be that solution.”
With the addition of Glacier, Global expands its Industrial/Embedded product line that already includes
Medical Grade, Industrial Automation, POS/Kiosk and Surveillance.

About Global American Inc.
Global American was founded in 1989 with goal of providing embedded boards, systems and
peripherals worldwide for a low cost and quick turnaround. Their technically trained sales
representatives can answer on-the-spot technical questions and make recommendations for
customized solutions. All product offered by Global is guaranteed to be available and viable for
at least 5-7 from inception.
For more information about Global American’s products and services, please visit our website
at www.globalamericaninc.com
About Glacier Computer
Glacier Computer develops versatile, rugged industrial computing solutions for harsh
environments. Primary installations are for Forklifts, Manufacturing areas, Cross Dock, Food
Processing and Clean Room environments. Glacier has a wide variety of rugged computer
products to offer, including rugged tablets, fixed mounted computers and all the accessories
needed for each solution. The core ingredients of the company are a knowledgeable staff, a
variety of high quality/value-conscious products, committed strategic partner relationships and
focused customer service. Glacier employees are committed to and share in the mutual success

of our business where their expertise is constantly called upon to create unique solutions for
our customers.
For more information about Glacier Computer’s products and services, visit our website at
http://www.glaciercomputer.com

